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ABSTRACT

Objectives To develop a localised instrument and Bayesian statistical method to generate size estimates—adjusted for transmission error and barrier effects—of at-risk populations in Singapore.

Methods We conducted in-depth interviews and focus group to guide the development of the survey questionnaire. The questionnaire was administered between July and August 2017 in Singapore. Using the network scale-up method (NSUM), we developed a Bayesian hierarchical model to estimate the number of individuals in four hidden populations at risk of HIV. The method accounted for both transmission error and barrier effects using social acceptance measures and demographics.

Results The adjusted size estimate of the population of male clients of female sex workers was 72 000 (95% CI 51 000 to 100 000), of female sex workers 4200 (95% CI 1400 to 10 000), of men who have sex with men 210 000 (95% CI 140 000 to 300 000) and of intravenous drug users 11 000 (95% CI 6500 to 17 000).

Conclusions The NSUM with adjustment for attitudes and demographics allows national-level estimates of multiple priority populations to be determined from simple surveys of the general population, even in relatively conservative societies.

INTRODUCTION

The HIV epidemic in Singapore is classified as low level but is likely to be a concentrated epidemic among key populations such as men who have sex with men (MSM). Most new HIV infections occur among men, and 95% of cases were acquired through sexual transmission in 2016. Like many Asian countries, Singapore does not currently have a systematic approach to collect data on the size of key populations that are most likely to acquire and transmit HIV. Without these population size estimates, it is challenging to generate reliable projections of the number of people with HIV, effectively plan or evaluate prevention and treatment responses, or allocate resources.

The network scale-up method (NSUM) is a relatively new and promising approach to estimate the size of hard-to-reach populations at risk of HIV/AIDS. It involves estimation of the personal network size of a representative sample of the general population and, with this information, estimation of the number of members of a hidden subpopulation. This method has been applied in various countries to estimate sizes of at-risk populations. It is simple to implement and less expensive, and yielded important information for individual country-level HIV prevention programme planning, monitoring, and evaluation. Given these successes, the NSUM may be suitable for behavioural surveillance in Singapore, and it is therefore of interest that we evaluate the feasibility of using a similar strategy locally. Findings from this study will inform the development of the tools and methodologies to estimate the size of populations at risk of HIV and provide pertinent information to complement the national-level HIV surveillance system.

The objectives of this study are to generate estimates of the size of four key populations at risk of HIV—male clients of female sex workers (MCFSW), MSM, female sex workers (FSW) and intravenous drug users (IVDU)—and develop methods to incorporate parameters that may account for both transmission error and barrier effects that are inherent in the NSUM.

METHODS

Overview

We developed and fielded the NSUM survey and developed a Bayesian hierarchical NSUM model to determine the national-level size estimates of key populations at risk of HIV in Singapore. The approach is outlined below and detailed in the online supplementary material.

Questionnaire design

First, we conducted formative research between March and May 2017 to adapt the NSUM to the Singapore context. Four focus group discussions using homogeneous participants and nine indepth interviews were conducted with key stakeholders working in the field of HIV/AIDS—clinicians, academics, programme officers, social workers, counsellors and policymakers—to guide the development of the size estimation component of the HIV surveillance system in Singapore. Participants were purposively sampled by the research team to maximise efficiency and data validity. Information collected from the formative assessment was used to develop the survey questionnaire, as detailed in online supplementary table 1 and online supplementary table 2. The questionnaire was pilot-tested prior to the main survey.
Epidemiology

Data source
The Singapore Population Health Studies (SPHS) is a consortium of several population health cohorts in Singapore, namely the Multi-Ethnic Cohort, Diabetic Cohort and Singapore Health Study. The sampling method for the cohort studies has been previously described. We recruited SPHS participants between 21 and 70 years old. Those who were illiterate or did not fulfil the age criteria were excluded.

Data collection
Out of the 269 individuals approached between July and August 2017, 17 did not fulfil the age criteria, while 53 were either illiterate or declined to participate. In total, 199 individuals were recruited. The SPHS and research staff explained the study and answered any questions that the participant had before the questionnaire was completed onsite. The self-administered questionnaire was made available in the three main languages in Singapore—Chinese, English and Malay. The questionnaire was anonymous and verbal consent was obtained from all participants. Participants were reimbursed with S$10 (−US$7.30) on completion.

Measures
The questionnaire sought participants’ sociodemographic information, their opinions about certain behaviours, the social standing of different groups of people and their opinions on penal code section 377A. Participants were requested to quantify the number of people whom they knew from a list of 24 specified populations (the 19 known populations are listed in online supplementary table 4) and how have they been in contact with one person from each category within the last year (the one person being the most recently contacted).

In this study, we defined knowing a person as follows: A knows B if (1) A knows B by name and sight, and vice versa; (2) B is currently living in Singapore; and (3) A had contact with B at least once in the last 12 months.

Statistical analyses
We analysed participants’ perceptions of behaviours and social standing of subpopulations in the society associated with the hidden populations. Poisson regression on the number of people in the four at-risk populations was performed to determine factors—participants’ demographics and social acceptability rating of selected behaviours—that were associated with knowing more people in the specified populations. Subsequently, we developed a Bayesian hierarchical network scale-up model to estimate the size of four at-risk populations of HIV/AIDS, together with the average personal network size.

Bayesian NSUM model
This model, an adaptation of the NSUM, uses Bayesian hierarchical modelling to estimate the number of individuals in hidden populations. This method provides a flexible framework to estimate both individual-level and population-level parameters and is a natural way to handle data with a complex structure such as repeated measurements.

In this model, as depicted in online supplementary figure 2, N_l and N_H, the number of contacts reported by individual i with someone in known subpopulation j and hidden subpopulation l, are assumed to be Poisson with means $\lambda_l S_l$ and $\lambda_l S_H$, respectively. The parameter $\lambda_l$ is the scaling parameter mapping from the total subpopulation $S_l$ or $S_H$ to a typical individual’s number of contacts; it is a key estimate to derive the hidden population sizes. A mean 1 random effect $\omega_l$ for each participant was used to characterise variability in network size. Non-informative prior distributions were assigned to the subpopulation sizes and the scaling parameter, and a non-informative hyperprior for the precision of the random effect. The fitted model was also used to estimate the average social network size, $S$, where $S$ is the size of the population living in Singapore.

Because the basic model does not account for two structural features that may bias estimates of the four key populations at risk of HIV/AIDS, two variants of the basic model were considered—transmission error model and transmission error and barrier effect model—both described below. The former accounts for transmission error by incorporating respondents’ perception of that population. The latter builds on the former by incorporating demographic, which may be associated with the chance of knowing people in the hidden populations.

Transmission error model
We attempted to adjust for transmission error—the possibility that members of the hidden population might not divulge membership to some of their contacts—by introducing a correction factor to estimate the size of the at-risk populations. In this model, the mean of the Poisson variate of the number of at-risk populations is modified to account for the individual’s perception of that population measured through the variable $x_{ij}$:

$$N_{ij}^H \sim Po \left( \lambda_{ij} \exp \left\{ \gamma_l \left[ x_{ij} - U_l \right] \right\} S^H \right)$$

where $U_l$ is the upper bound of the Likert scale for the question to which $x_{ij}$ corresponds, and $\gamma_l$ (if $>0$) lowers the mean number of people belonging to a hidden population who are known to the individual and whose membership of the hidden population is known to the individual, if that individual expresses an unfavourable attitude towards that population. For instance, someone who has an unfavourable attitude towards MSM may know fewer people who have confided their sexuality to that person, even if he or she knows them. This parameter is also assigned a non-informative prior.

Transmission error and barrier effect model
Building on the transmission error model, we accounted for differential types of contacts in different parts of the population (barrier effect), by modifying the mean number of people known in each subpopulation, as follows:

$$N_{ij}^H \sim Po \left( \lambda_{ij} \exp \left\{ \gamma_l \left[ x_{ij} - U_l \right] \right\} \exp \left\{ \gamma_{age} [z_{age} - \bar{z}_{age}] \right\} \exp \left\{ \gamma_{sex} [z_{sex} - \bar{z}_{sex}] \right\} \exp \left\{ \gamma_{Indian} [z_{Indian} - \bar{z}_{Indian}] \right\} S^H \right)$$

and analogously for the known populations, where $z_{age}$ is the age of individual $i$, $z_{sex}$, $z_{Indian}$ and $z_{Malay}$ are indicator variables with values of 1 if individual $i$ is male, Malay or Indian, respectively. Here, $\bar{z}_{age}$ is the median age and $z_{sex}$, $z_{Malay}$ and $z_{Indian}$ are the mean values of these binary variables across the Singapore resident population. The parameters $\gamma_{age}$, $\gamma_{sex}$, $\gamma_{Malay}$ and $\gamma_{Indian}$ account for heterogeneity in social structure and were given non-informative priors.

To identify the known populations that provided the most stable comparators for the hidden populations, we undertook leave-one-out validation. For each known population, in turn, we assumed the size was unknown and attempted to re-estimate it, using the other populations. The subpopulations that were most consistently back-estimated were identified by ranking the discrepancy (log ratio) between the scaled-up and the actual
population sizes, and those with larger discrepancies were removed from subsequent analysis. The models were fit using a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm with 50 000 iterations with a burn-in of 5000, storing 1 out of 10 iterations. Convergence was assessed visually with trace plots. The data analyses were performed in R,\textsuperscript{14} and JAGS.\textsuperscript{15, 16} Deviance information criterion (DIC)\textsuperscript{17} was used to compare the models. JAGS and R codes are presented in online supplementary materials appendix 1. Data are available as online supplementary files.

Table 1  Demographics of study participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic variables</th>
<th>Mean (SD)*</th>
<th>Median (range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, in years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.84 (0.74 to 0.95)</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.13 (0.84 to 1.51)</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.58 (0.52 to 0.65)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.68 (0.56 to 0.83)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>53.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education attained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretertiary†</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>46.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malay</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–3 rooms</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4+ rooms</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SD denotes the sample standard deviation.
†Four participants did not indicate their sex.
‡Pretertiary education represents education attained at junior/preuniversity/vocational colleges and polytechnics.
§Housing was used as a proxy for socioeconomic status. The majority of Singaporeans live in public housing (1–3 rooms and 4+ rooms). Private housing refers to condominiums and landed properties.

Table 2  Results from Poisson regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key populations at risk of HIV/AIDS</th>
<th>MCFSW</th>
<th>FSW</th>
<th>MSM</th>
<th>IVDU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of mean (95% CI)*</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>Ratio of mean (95% CI)*</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>Ratio of mean (95% CI)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, in decades</td>
<td>0.84 (0.74 to 0.95)</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>1.13 (0.84 to 1.51)</td>
<td>0.431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5.46 (3.58 to 8.33)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malay</td>
<td>0.91 (0.1 to 2.06)</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>1.79 (0.8 to 3.99)</td>
<td>0.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other†</td>
<td>2.01 (1.14 to 3.55)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CI refers to confidence interval of the ratio of the means.
†No women reported knowing any FSWs. Hence, we could not estimate the sex effect of knowing more FSW.
‡No one who was from other ethnic groups knew any FSW or IVDU.
FSW, female sex worker; IVDU, intravenous drug users; MCFSW, male clients of female sex workers; MSM, men who have sex with men; Ref, reference group.

RESULTS

In total, 199 adults aged 23–70 years old completed the questionnaires (table 1). There were more women and minority ethnic groups in the sample; the latter is attributed to deliberate oversampling in the SPHS cohorts to improve the precision of estimates within these groups.

Demographics were significantly associated with the number of contacts in the four hidden populations (table 2 and online supplementary figure 3). Younger participants knew more MCFSW, MSM and IVDU than did older participants, while Malays knew fewer MCFSW but more IVDU. None of the female participants reported knowing any FSW.

The basic model was compared against the classical estimation procedure and similar results were obtained (online supplementary figure 4), demonstrating that our method provides a close analogue to the classical approximation in the simpler case where both are applicable, despite the different formulation.

The ten most reliably estimated known populations to be used to estimate hidden population sizes are presented in online supplementary figure 5. The mean number of contacts of each of the selected known and hidden populations in an individual’s network is presented in figure 1 and online supplementary figure 6: typical participants reported knowing few FSW (0.1, 95%CI 0.0–0.2) and IVDU (0.2, 95%CI 0.1–0.3), but an average of one MSM (0.8, 95%CI 0.5–1.3) and one MCFSW (0.7, 95%CI 0.4–1.1).

Perceptions of how socially acceptable behaviours associated or not with the hidden populations are illustrated in online supplementary figure 7. Injecting drugs was about as socially acceptable as drink driving, while sexual behaviours identified with the hidden populations were comparable with a woman smoking or children putting their elderly parents in a nursing home.

We validated the Bayesian method against the classical estimation procedure,\textsuperscript{4 18 19} for the simpler model without barrier effects or transmission error for which a classical estimator is available. We also performed sensitivity analyses to assess the robustness of the population size estimates to the transmission error adjustment parameter, $\beta$, and ran bootstrap simulations to reweight the survey participants to the general population (presented in the online supplementary materials).

We estimated the size of the four hidden populations using the basic and extended models (figure 2). The adjusted size estimates of the population of MCFSW was 72 000 (95% CI 51 000 to 100 000), of FSW 4200 (95% CI 1600 to 10 000), of MSM 210 000 (95% CI 140 000 to 300 000) and of IVDU 11 000 (95% CI 6500 to 17 000). There was strong support in favour of the model which considered both transmission error and barrier effect compared with the basic NSUM model ($\Delta$DIC=1617) or the model that accounted only for transmission error ($\Delta$DIC=1592) (details in online supplementary table 5), although the transmission error model was also a substantial improvement over the basic NSUM model ($\Delta$DIC=25). The sizes of the MCFSW, MSM and IVDU populations increased on incorporating the correction factors.

**DISCUSSION**

This study provides the first estimates of the number of FSWs and their clients in Singapore, and the first empirical estimates of MSM and IVDU. A previous estimate of the size of the MSM population was 90 000 (our estimate was 210 000), using community organisations' guesses. In 2004, the United Nations Reference Group on HIV/AIDS Prevention and Care among IDU estimated the IVDU population in Singapore to be 15 000, with estimation bounds of 10 000–20 000 (our estimate was 11 000).

We assessed several fundamental concepts in this survey—definition of contacts, personal and community perceptions of selected behaviours, and populations—which was instrumental in building the final NSUM Bayesian model. To determine the best way to define a contact in the local setting, we quantified the proportion of the means of the communications via text messages, phone call, sharing a meal or a drink and interacting in person undertaken by study respondents with their recent contacts. While the majority reported contacting their recent contacts in person, we found some level of agreements between the different means of communications (online supplementary material, Definition of a contact). Therefore, we recommend the utilisation of face-to-face communication, text messaging and phone call in the final working definition of contact. In this survey, we elicited study respondents’ self-perception and their perception of the attitudes of others in their community towards selected behaviours and subpopulations in the society. We found the attitudes of respondents and their perceptions of attitudes of others in the community to be highly correlated (online supplementary figure 8).

**Figure 1** Mean number of contacts of selected populations in an individual’s network and subpopulation size. The bootstrapped mean number of contact is represented by the point, and its 95% CI of the bootstrapped mean is indicated by the line. O-Levels 2016 refers to students who sat for the General Certificate of Education Ordinary Level examinations in 2016, typically at the end of secondary school education. PSLE 2016 refers to students who sat for the Primary School Leaving Examination in 2016, typically at the end of primary school education. NDP 2016 refers to individuals who attended the Singapore National Day Parade in 2016. Bought an HDB in 2016 refers to all individuals who bought a flat by the Housing and Development Board in Singapore in 2016. Heart attack 2016 refers to individuals who had suffered a heart attack in 2016. IVDU, intravenous drug user; MSM, men who have sex with men.

**Figure 2** Size of the four key populations at risk: (1) male clients of female sex workers (MCFSW), (2) men who have sex with men (MSM), (3) female sex worker (FSW) and (4) injection drug users (IVDU) estimated by the basic NSUM model (in grey), the NSUM model adjusting for transmission error (in blue), and the NSUM model adjusting for both transmission error and barrier effect (in red). The estimated size of the populations at risk is presented with its 95% credible interval. The interpretation of violin plots is similar to box plots; they display the probability density of the prevalence estimates at different values. Points are posterior median prevalence estimates, and curves are posterior distributions of the parameters truncated to within 95% CIs (all tabulated in the table on the right). Distribution of individual perceptions of how socially acceptable the four at-risk populations are is presented on the left. This correction factor was introduced into the adjusted models to account for transmission error. NSUM, network scale-up method.
Furthermore, we observed only weak correlations between the community’s perceptions and parameters involving at-risk populations. Hence, we considered respondents’ self-perception in the final analysis, and we recommend future NSUM studies to focus on that.

The act of gay sex between men is illegal in Singapore.24 While the statute (section 377A) is not actively enforced, its retention amplifies discrimination against MSM.23 Therefore, membership to this group may not always be known to their social contacts, resulting in transmission error.28 Other high-risk behaviours—using illicit drugs, selling and buying sex—may be stigmatised or illegal, making research on these hidden populations challenging. We identified that social acceptability of same-sex behaviour and men who pay for sex could potentially explain the transmission errors in the MSM and MCFSW populations, and that perceived social standing of FSWs was more suitable for addressing the transmission errors in the corresponding group. No real adjustment was possible for the IVDU populations because the correlation between the attitude towards illicit drug users and the number of contacts they knew was low.

In principle, with a sample that penetrates all parts of the population, the effect of assortative mixing (ie, that like mix with like) is mitigated, but samples that are unable to represent high-risk individuals among survey participants adequately may suffer barrier effects, leading to estimates of the corresponding subpopulation sizes that are biased downwards. Because the prevalence of the high-risk groups may differ by age or gender, barrier effects can be partially mitigated by accounting for heterogeneities in the make-up of social networks, which we accounted for through demographic covariates. This may not fully address barrier effects, however, if the high-risk group is particularly isolated from the general population. We suspect that of the high-risk groups considered, the barrier effect of IVDU may be more prominent due to many members of that community being incarcerated.

The findings of this study should be considered together with several limitations. The sample did not perfectly resemble the Singapore population. In particular, younger participants were more likely to be liberal and to have favourable attitudes towards the four hidden populations, so their under-representation in this sample may bias down our estimates. We address this via a model that accounts for demographics. The self-reported number of contacts in this study might be inherently affected by recall bias.27 It has been shown that 20% of the critical details of personal events were irretrievable after one year.28 We sought to address this in the study design by shortening the time window that defines a contact from two years, which is the norm in the literature, to one. As a result, we anticipated that study respondents would have less difficulty enumerating their contacts, and the mean number of contacts per group was correspondingly low (<3 contacts) (online supplementary figure 6), which as Feehan and colleagues29 argue ought to result in more precise size estimates. We assumed that different numbers of contacts reported in the high-risk groups are due solely to differences in disclosure, and not due to systematic differences in the actual number of the high-risk groups known. This assumption cannot be supported empirically under the current study design. Others have argued convincingly that additional data on disclosure rates from the high-risk groups themselves may overcome this limitation, but in Singapore, as in some other settings, obtaining a sample of marginalised or criminalised groups may be intractable.

CONCLUSION
In this study, we attempted to adjust for both barrier effects and transmission error using sociodemographic and perceptions of the marginalised groups to estimate the size of these hidden populations at risk of HIV, extending previous work that did not adequately accommodate such information. The national size estimates of at-risk populations generated will help determine the magnitude and resources required for national HIV prevention and intervention efforts. This approach could be considered by countries seeking to augment their national HIV surveillance systems or to estimate other hard-to-reach populations, such as victims of slave trade and domestic violence.

Key messages
► The network scale-up method (NSUM) is relatively simple, feasible and inexpensive, and it is capable of estimating multiple hard-to-reach populations in a single survey, even in relatively conservative societies.
► After adjusting for transmission error and barrier effect, the Bayesian NSUM estimated 72 000 male clients of female sex workers, 4200 female sex workers, 210 000 men who have sex with men and 11 000 intravenous drug users in Singapore.
► The NSUM could be considered by countries seeking to estimate the size of key populations to enhance HIV surveillance system, prevention and intervention efforts.
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